We study zero-shot learning (ZSL) as a transfer learning problem, and focus on the two key aspects of ZSL, model effectiveness and model adaptation. For effective modeling, we adopt the boosting strategy to learn a zero-shot classifier from weak models to a strong model. For adaptable knowledge transfer, we devise a Semantic Correlation Regularization (SCR) approach to regularize the boosted model to be consistent with the inter-class semantic correlations. With SCR embedded in the boosting objective, and with a self-controlled sample selection for learning robustness, we propose a unified framework, Boosted Zero-shot classification with Semantic Correlation Regularization (BZ-SCR). By balancing the SCR-regularized boosted model selection and the self-controlled sample selection, BZ-SCR is capable of capturing both discriminative and adaptable feature-to-class semantic alignments, while ensuring the reliability and adaptability of the learned samples. The experiments on two ZSL datasets show the superiority of BZ-SCR over the state-of-the-arts.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a widespread increase of interest in Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL), which aims at learning a classifier from the data of the seen classes Y S for classifying the data from the unseen target classes Y T . A common solution of ZSL is to introduce some auxiliary information on labels (e.g., attributes [Akata et al., 2013] , word vector representations [Frome et al., 2013] ) to model the semantic relationships between Y S and Y T in a common structured embedding space. Hence, ZSL is typically solved as a transfer learning problem, which seeks to exploit the shared knowledge among classes and transfer these knowledge to adapt on Y T .
From the perspective of transfer learning, a zero-shot classifier is expected to be both discriminative for the data distribution of Y S and with robust adaptation to the data distribution of Y T . Therefore, the classifier should not only capture the significant feature-to-class semantic alignments, but also reflect the semantic connections between Y S and Y T . In brief, the two key principles of learning a zero-shot classifier are the model effectiveness and the model adaptation.
First, for effective modeling, we adopt the boosting strategy [Zhou, 2012] as the basis of the ZSL framework, by learning a zero-shot boosting classifier from weak models to a strong model. The superiority of boosting lies in its flexible piecewise approximation to the data distributions based on ensembles of weak hypotheses. Thus, a boosting ZSL model learns in an asymptotic way to sufficiently capture the discriminative patterns in the feature space and their alignments to the semantic patterns in the embedding space, and obtains the learning effectiveness. On the other hand, for a better adaptation to the target classes Y T , the model needs to explore the shared semantic patterns of Y S and Y T to reflect their semantic correlations. For this sake, it is reasonable to assume that a well-adapted classifier should generate a high compatibility score for a sample and a target class semantically close to the sample's true class, and a low score otherwise. Based on these analysis, we propose a Semantic Correlation Regularization (SCR) approach to impose this constraint, which encourages a negative correlation between a sample's scores on the target classes and the classes' semantic divergences to the sample's ground truth. In this way, SCR constrains the learned model to be consistent with the source-target semantic correlations, for a semantically adaptable model transfer.
Furthermore, in addition to the label relations, a feasible model adaptation also relies on a modeling of the sample relations for an exploration of the common geometric structures of the feature space and the semantic space. This requires a control or selection scheme for the samples to be learned, to distinguish the samples with robust patterns for classifying Y S , and with adaptable patterns for the transfer to the semantics of Y T . Therefore, a self-controlled sample selection of [Zhao et al., 2015] is applicable for ZSL, which adaptively incorporates the samples into learning from easy ones to complex ones, inspired by the human learning process. Such sample selection smoothly controls the learning pace of ZSL by what the model has already learned. With this self-controlled learning pace, a zero-shot model is smoothly guided to focus on those both reliable and adaptable samples to explore the robust feature-semantic alignments, for learning a classifier with good generalization to the target classes.
Therefore, motivated by a simultaneous enhancement of the model effectiveness and model adaptation for ZSL as a transfer learning task, we propose a novel framework, Boosted Zero-shot classification with Semantic Correlation Regularization (BZ-SCR). With the SCR embedded into the boosted classification, the boosting process would favor models with not only accurate prediction for an effective classifier, but also with semantic consistency to the target classes for an adaptable model transfer. With a self-controlled sample selection, the BZ-SCR puts emphasis on the reliable and adaptable samples to explore the common feature-semantic structures for a robust model generalization. The proposed framework learns by effectively balancing boosted model selection and self-controlled sample selection. As a result, the proposed framework is capable of jointly considering the learning effectiveness, the cross-semantics adaptation, and the model robustness for learning a zero-shot classifier.
In mathematics, we formulate BZ-SCR as a max-margin boosting optimization with self-controlled sample selection. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1. We propose a boosted ZSL approach that theoretically seeks for effective knowledge transfer in both model learning effectiveness and cross-domain model adaptation, via maxmargin boosting optimization with self-controlled sample selection. To the best of our knowledge, this work is innovative in ZSL by jointly considering model effectiveness, model adaptation, and sample selection within a boost learning framework.
2. We present a novel Semantic Correlation Regularization (SCR) for ZSL, which regularizes the learned boosting model to be consistent with the source-target semantic correlations. In principle, the proposed SCR is capable of effectively capturing the inter-class correlations by modeling the intrinsic geometrical structure properties.
Related Work
We review the related work on zero-shot learning, boost learning and self-controlled sample selection approaches.
Known as learning from disjoint training and test classes, ZSL requires the ability to transfer knowledge from classes with training data to classes without. The possible sources of side informations of classes include manually annotated attributes [Akata et al., 2013] , semantic class taxonomies [Miller, 1995] , and unsupervised word representations [Mikolov et al., 2013] . Based on the way of leveraging these informations, the existing ZSL approaches fall into two categories. One is to build intermediate attribute classifiers and use their probabilistic weightings to make class predictions [Lampert et al., 2014; 2009] . The other group is to represent the semantic knowledge of labels in an embedding space and directly learn a mapping function between the feature space and the embedding space. Among them, CCA [Hastie et al., 2001 ] maximizes the inter-domain statistical correlations; [Palatucci et al., 2009 ] learns a linear mapping, ALE [Akata et al., 2016] , SJE [Akata et al., 2015] and DeViSE [Frome et al., 2013] learn a bilinear mapping, and [Socher et al., 2013 ] models a nonlinear regression with neural networks. Efforts for directly tackling the absence of the training data are also made, such as semi-supervised transductive methods [Guo et al., 2016] and the generation of labeled virtual data for unseen classes [Wang et al., 2016] .
Boosting is a family of supervised ensemble approaches that build a strong model by successively learning and combining multiple weak models [Zhou, 2012] . The main variation among boosting methods is their ways of weighting samples and weak learners, e.g., Adaboost [Freund and Schapire, 1997] , SoftBoost [Rätsch et al., 2007] and LPBoost [Demiriz et al., 2002] . The superiority of boosting lies in its piecewise approximation of a nonlinear decision function to explore the data patterns [Schapire and Freund, 2012] .
Proposed by [Kumar et al., 2010] , the self-controlled sample selection is inspired by the learning process of humans that gradually incorporates the training samples into learning from easy ones to complex ones. It is initially developed for avoiding the bad local minima of latent models, by learning the data in an order from easy to hard determined by the feedback of the learner itself. It is applied in different applications, such as multimedia reranking [Jiang et al., 2014a] , matrix factorization [Zhao et al., 2015] , and multiple instance learning [Zhang et al., 2015] . [Meng and Zhao, 2015] provides a theoretical analysis of the robustness of this scheme, which reveals its consistency with the non-convex upper-bounded regularization.
3 Our Approach
be a set of N training samples with feature x i ∈ X ⊆ R m and label y i ∈ Y S = {1, . . . , C S }, where Y S denotes the set of C S seen labels. The goal of ZSL is to learn a classifier for a target label set
The side information of labels such as attributes is available to embed the labels into a structured embedding space, represented by an embedding function ϕ : Y → R d . As common in supervised learning, the classifier aims to learn a compatibility score function F : X × Y → R with which the prediction is made:
where F (x, r; w) determines the compatibility of the pair (x, r) based on the label embedding ϕ (r) and parameter w. The general max-margin formulation for zero-shot classification with loss L and regularization Ω is given by:
where δF (x i , r, y i ; w) = F (x i , r; w) − F (x i , y i ; w); ρ ir is the score margin of x i between class r and its ground truth y i ; ∆ : Y × Y → [0, 1] defines the semantic divergence between two labels, as a penalty of predicting r for the true label y i ; ν > 0 is a trade-off hyperparameter. Generally, the loss function L : R → R + should be convex and monotonically increasing for a small ρ.
Semantic Correlation Regularization
In Section 3.1, we have considered to learn a max-margin classifier on Y S . However, due to the divergences of semantics and data distributions between Y S and Y T , the learned models from Y S may not necessarily adapt well on Y T . Thus, we aim to regularize the model based on the source-target semantic correlations for better cross-semantics adaptation.
First, we notice that the semantic correlations of a sample (x i , y i ) to the classes of Y T are not uniform, but specified by ∆(y i , r). Hence, it is reasonable to assume that a sample (x i , y i ) should be assigned a high score F (x i , r) for class r ∈ Y T if r is semantically close to y i (∆(y i , r) is low), and a low score F (x i , r) if r is semantically far from y i (∆(y i , r) is high). In other words, for a pair of classes r 1 , r 2 ∈ Y T , F (x i , r 1 ) is expected larger than F (x i , r 2 ) if ∆(y i , r 1 ) is smaller than ∆(y i , r 2 ), and vice versa. Thus, we consider the following term:
and penalizes max (0, σ i (r 1 , r 2 )) that is valid if σ i (r 1 , r 2 ) > 0, i.e., the magnitude relationship of the two scores are conflicted with that of their ∆ divergences. Then, by the summation over r 1 , r 2 ∈ Y T , and with a relaxation of a sum of hinge to a hinge of sum for ease of optimization, we have:
where ∆ Based on the above analysis, we propose the Semantic Correlation Regularization (SCR), to encourage the covariance cov i to be lower than 0 such that the score distributions and the semantic divergence distributions on Y T are negatively correlated. Instead of using max (0, cov i ), we use a smooth surrogate of the hinge function, the logistic function, for derivation convenience. The SCR is defined as:
where ρ t i ∈ R |Y T | is the stacked vector of ρ ir for r ∈ Y T . Here, we define the SCR term as a function of ρ t i for the convenience of dual derivation in Section 3.4, since
With the SCR embedded into the classification objective Eq. (2), the learned model is regularized to be consistent with the source-target semantic correlations, which improves the model adaptation to the target classes.
BZ-SCR Framework
We formulate the BZ-SCR framework based on the boost learning, the SCR in Section 3.2, and the self-controlled sample selection, for an effective and adaptable zero-shot classifier. Specifically, for effective modeling, we adopt the boosting strategy to formulate F as an ensemble of weak classifiers {h j ∈ H} K j=1 in the space of weak models H:
where each h j : X × Y → R is a base score function; w is specified as the weight parameter to be learned. On the other hand, the samples relations should also be modeled in addition to the labels relations for a robust model transfer. Thus, inspired by the adaptive scheme of [Kumar et al., 2010 ] that learns a model smoothly from the easy/faithful samples to the hard/confusing ones, we reformulate the objective of Eq. (2) with a self-controlled sample selection procedure. Then, based on the boosted model Eq. (4) and the SCR Eq. (3), we have the formulation of BZ-SCR framework:
where s i ∈ [0, 1] is the weight of sample x i that indicates its learning "easiness"; g (·; λ) : [0, 1] → R is the function that specifies how the samples are selected (the reweighting scheme of s) controlled by the parameter λ > 0; and β > 0 is a trade-off hyperparameter between the classification loss L(·) for fitness on Y S and the SCR R(·) for adaptation to Y T . Note that in Eq. (5), a weight s i is assigned to each sample as a measure of its "easiness", which is tuned based on the currently learned confidence (including classification loss and SCR) and the function g (s i ; λ) to adaptively select reliable and adaptable samples. For the convenience of derivation, we specify the loss L(·) as a smooth loss function, the logistic loss, and specify the regularization Ω(·) as the l 1 -norm to impose a sparsity constraint on the model ensemble:
Optimization
Following [Pi et al., 2016] , we use the alternating optimization to solve Eq. (5). For the optimization of s, we have
where l i = r∈Y S L(ρ ir ) + βR(ρ better overall performance in the experiments:
which is a mixture of hard 0-1 weighting and soft real-valued weighting, with an extra parameter ζ. Note that s * i is monotonically decreasing with l i and increasing with λ, so as to select easy samples with small losses under the tolerance λ.
For the optimization of w, we have
s.t. ∀i, r, ρ ir = δF (x i , r, y i ) + ∆(y i , r); w 0.
To solve w in Eq. (9), we adopt the column generation method [Demiriz et al., 2002] in the dual space of w to handle the potentially infinite candidate weak models in the H space. We check the dual problem of Eq. (9):
where Q ∈ R N ×C is the Lagrangian multiplier of the equality constraints of Eq. (9)
The relation between the dual and the primal solution is:
Please refer to Appendix A for the dual derivation of Eqs. (10) and (11).
Based on the column generation, the set of weak models is augmented by a weak modelĥ that most violates the current dual constraint in Eq. (10):
Then the optimization continues with the new set of weak models, until the violation score (objective value of Eq. (12)) reaches a tolerance threshold. Eq. (12) indicates that the matrix Q serves as the sample importance for learning a new weak model. From Eq. (11), we see that Q gives high weights to not only the misclassified samples on Y S (with large ρ ir ) and those not aligned well with their semantic correlations on Y T (with large positive cov i ), but also the reliable samples with high weights s i . These reliable samples are those both discriminative on Y S and adapt well on Y T in the previous iteration. As a result, the future weak learners will emphasize on samples both insufficiently learned currently and easily learned previously, Algorithm 1: Boosted Zero-shot classification with Semantic Correlation Regularization (BZ-SCR)
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so as to obtain an effective, adaptable and robust zero-shot classifier for knowledge transfer to the target classes. We summarize the optimization procedure in Algorithm 1. Note that the sample selection parameters (λ, ζ) are iteratively increased (annealed) when they are small (Line 9 to 11), so as to introduce more complex samples in the future learning. An early stopping criterion is adopted to maintain a reasonable running time.
Furthermore, the convergence of Algorithm 1 is guaranteed by the convexity of the two subproblems Eqs. (7) and (9) of the alternating optimization. This leads to the monotonic decreasing of the objective value of Eq. (5) after each iteration. Since the objective is bounded below, such optimization procedure is guaranteed to converge. Figure 1(a)(b) in the experiment empirically shows that the convergence is usually reached within several hundreds of iterations.
Experiments
We evaluate the performance of BZ-SCR on the two classic ZSL image datasets, Animal With Attributes 1 (AWA) and Caltech-UCSD-Birds-200 2 (CUB200). The comparative methods include Structured Joint Embedding (SJE) [Akata et al., 2015] , Attribute Label Embedding (ALE) [Akata et al., 2016] , Nonlinear Regression (NR) [Socher et al., 2013] , and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [Hastie et al., 2001] . 
Datasets and Experimental Settings
We summarize the statistics of the datasets in Table 1 . For label embeddings, we use the 300-D GoogleNews Word2Vec 3 representations for AWA, and the 312-D annotated attributes for CUB200. For the class split, we adopt the default split (40/10 for train+val/test) for AWA and the same split as [Akata et al., 2013] (150/50 for train+val/test) for CUB200.
We specify for AWA the semantic divergence ∆ based on the wordnet hierarchy 4 :
where SP ath(y 1 , y 2 ) is the length of the shortest path between words y 1 , y 2 in the wordnet hierarchy. For CUB200, we specify ∆ based on the cosine similarities between the label embeddings (attributes):
where cos(·, ·) is the cosine similarity between two vectors, and the denominator is for a normalization to [0, 1] . We specify the weak score function h(x, y) as a rank-one bilinear model, for the convenience of learning a newĥ:
With h taking the form of Eq. (15), the learning ofĥ (Eq. (12)) is equivalent to a simple SVD problem. We adopt the strategy in [Jiang et al., 2014b] for the annealing of the parameters (λ, ζ) (Line 9 to 11 in Algorithm 1). At each iteration, we sort the samples in the ascending order of their losses, and set (λ, ζ) based on the proportion of samples to be selected by now. We anneal the proportion of the selected samples instead of the absolute values of (λ, ζ), which is shown more stable in [Jiang et al., 2014b] .
We implement a grid search for the tuning of the hyperparameters ν, β, and report the best performances. Table 2 shows the∆ (mean of ∆) and the ER (error rate) performances of BZ-SCR and the comparative methods, where "Boosting" is the boosting-only version of BZ-SCR (fixing all s = 1 N ). The best results are shown in bold face. Since SJE and ALE also involve a ∆ loss in learning, we show their ER results as the better one between two forms of ∆: the same as BZ-SCR (Eq. {0.025, 0.05}, β/N ∈ {0.1, 0.2} for CUB200. We see that BZ-SCR has a better overall performance than the comparative methods, since BZ-SCR jointly addresses the issues of model effectiveness and model adaptation for ZSL, based on a self-adaptive SCR-regularized boosting optimization. Furthermore, we show in Figure 1 (a)(b) the change of the error rates on the training and the test set w.r.t. the learning iterations of BZ-SCR and boosting model only, with the same parameter settings. We see that BZ-SCR generally has a smaller gap between the training curves and the test curves, which shows that BZ-SCR achieves a more stable learning process and a more adaptable model transfer. This is due to the smooth learning pace of BZ-SCR based on a self-controlled sample selection from easy reliable samples to hard confusing ones, instead of learning from the whole data batch as boosting does.
Experimental Results
We investigate the efficacy of the semantic correlation regularization (SCR) for our model, and show the error rate results w.r.t. different β values in Figure 1(c) . From the figure we see that the integration of SCR is beneficial for the model performance. We empirically find that a better overall performance is generally achieved with β/N around 0.1|Y S |/|Y T |.
Conclusion
In this work, we study zero-shot learning (ZSL) as a transfer learning problem, and focus on its two key aspects, model effectiveness and model adaptation. We propose a unified framework, Boosted Zero-shot classification with Semantic Correlation Regularization (BZ-SCR), that simultaneously addresses these two aspects. We adopt the boosting strategy to learn an effective ensemble classifier, and devise a Semantic Correlation Regularization (SCR) to regularize the model with the inter-class semantic correlations for learning a semantically adaptable zero-shot model. Moreover, we embed a self-controlled sample selection into the framework to model the samples relations for a robust model generalization. By effectively balancing the SCR-regularized boosted model selection and the self-controlled sample selection, the BZ-SCR framework is capable of capturing both discriminative and adaptable feature-to-class semantic alignments, while ensuring the reliability and adaptability of the samples involved in learning. Thus, the proposed framework jointly considers the learning effectiveness, the cross-semantics adaptation, and the model robustness for learning a zero-shot classifier. The experiments on two classic ZSL image datasets verify the superiority of the proposed framework. 
